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Wendy MacIntyre creates a fictional dystopian world so dark that her characters’ chances of survival look
next to impossible.
When art-lover Lucia finds her most precious possession destroyed, she resolves finally to abandon The City.
Along the way she gathers companions, including: the Outpacer, a former hedonist and philanderer now
hiding his identity behind a monk’s cowl; Bird Girl, a troubled young woman constantly hunting for books
that have escaped the regime’s destruction; and Candace, a dominant individual whose repeated attempts to
seize control of the group create tension among the travellers while they search for an alternate reality.
Each has been contaminated by the world they have escaped and this imprinting threatens the survival of the
group. As tensions increase and the failure of their quest seems imminent, they find a box holding six Greek
tragedy masks. These masks, possessors of uncanny powers, are the keys to their future.
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From reader reviews:

Louise Richards:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or information even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era which is always change and advance. Some of you maybe can
update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems coming to
you actually is you don't know which you should start with. This Lucia's Masks is our recommendation to
make you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Mary Jones:

The reason? Because this Lucia's Masks is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will zap you with the secret this inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who write the book in such incredible way makes the content within easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this any more or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of rewards than the other
book possess such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to
hold up having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Joseph Southard:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, limited story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not striving Lucia's Masks that
give your satisfaction preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading routine all over the
world can be said as the opportinity for people to know world considerably better then how they react when
it comes to the world. It can't be explained constantly that reading practice only for the geeky individual but
for all of you who wants to possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as
your good habit, you are able to pick Lucia's Masks become your own personal starter.

Rosemary Perez:

As a pupil exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or make
summary for some book, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart or real their
pastime. They just do what the educator want, like asked to go to the library. They go to right now there but
nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and also can't see
colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As we
know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Lucia's Masks can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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